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ABSTRACT 
I 

In the recent years the use of the cloud in the business 
environment has transformed the concept of data storage k d resource 
management but its usage in the field oflibraries and infom1~tion centres 
is still less widespread. The emerging technology-of Cloud Computing 
has gained a wide influence on Information Techlft>logy SY~tems. In the 
current scenario the libraries have been automated, netwotked and are 
now moving towards the stage of paperless or virtual libraries. The 
technology ofcloud computing has come up as aboon for.thbse libraries. 
It offers ample of opportunities for libraries to connect tben- services 
with clouds. The present paper gives an overview ofthe.cloJd computing 
technology, the service models, how this technology can be~employed in 
the libraries and what are the advantages along with the possible 
challenges which the libraries have to face while hosting and offering 
various library services on the web based environment. This study may 
prove to be helpful in the process of identifying the possible challenges 
and generating cloud based services for libraries. 
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In the present times cloua computing has emerged as one of 
the most popular virtual technology for Ilbraries to deliver various services 
effectively. Cloud computing techrlologies include web 2.0, computing, 
grid computing, unified compu~ing and many more. The various 
advantages ofthis technology to li~raries is that the library services can 
be flexibly connected in the new formats. The term flexible signifies 
payment as per usage model anld access as per requirement. The 
libraries are using cloud computing technology for enhancing their 
services like corporate cataloguing, acquisition, storage mediums and 
also for resource sharing on the web The concept ofinformation explosion 
wlierein the inform~tion is available in plenty and is scattered all over 
lias given rise to problems such as accessing the required information, 
resource snaring and this can be overcome due to cloud computing. It 
saves the time ofthe users and sta'ff by making available resourceSof 
the library such as networks, serlrers, storage, applications etc. to a 
widev8ii.ety of end users as pointed out by Swain, C. andNikhandia,1>. 
(2013). The Cloud ~omputing technology involves an increase in the 

•existing capacities without investing in new infrastructure facilities, 
training new personnel or licensing new software's. When a person is 
using internet he is using the cloud computing technology in one form or 
anothei' like Gmail, Twitter or even while carrying out simple searches 
with Google scholarj I . 

The increase in the cloud computing technology has also given 
rise t6 variousprobiems related to safety and security of data hosted 

h· . I h ' w lch IS ranked as a greatest c allenge. 

Hterafiffe Review 


The studies along with some live examples relating to issues of 
cloud computing hav~ been conducted byKhan (2011) which highlighted 
the benefits ofthis technology to libraries. The opportunities, challenges 
and implications ofcloud computing technology on various government 
and education sectors bave been pointed out hy Sasikala (2011). The 
management technic/ue ofapplying SWOT analysis to libraries through 
cloud computing has been conducted by Pandya (2012). The study 

. conducted by Venkatesh; P. (2014) on Cloud computing provides a 
detailed analysis on the various securitY-issues relating to computing 
and the diallenges faced along with the types of services delivered. 
Objectives 

The objectives for this study include: 
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1. 	 To define the concept of cloud computing and various library 

services which can be offered. 


2. 	 To study the advantages and the possible challenges{aced while 
making use of the cloud computing technology. 

Cloud Computing 
The term Cloud computing is derived from- the word "Gloud" 

which refers to the services provided on Network or Internet from a 
remote location. These cloud networks can be in the fonh ofpublic, 
private, community or hybrid clouds through LAN, WAN or VPN. The 
applications such as e-mail, chatting, video conferencing etc. run fhough 
the cloud. A simple example ofcloud computing that can bk b ted is the 
uploading of photos on facebook instead ofhome computer. As defined 
by Kaushik and Kumar (2013) the information stored by ,using cloud 
computing technology is in the form ofdata and these files k uploaded 
in data centres. It may aIBo be in the form ofsome software applications 
which can be accessed at anytime through any device over ~he internet. 
.	As cited by Staten James (2009), Forrester defines cloud c6mputing as: 
"A pool of abstracted, highly scalable, and managed compute 
igfrastructure capable ofhosting end- customer applicati06s and billed 
by consumption" which means that cloud computingjs a rented software 
which pools the resources together on some common platfonn and the 
infrastructure is built up somewhere while the user has to'~ay only for 
the services he uses. , 

The technology of cloud computing is a subscrIption based 
service which provides space for network storage ana computer 
applications. The information obtained through thP. d ourl domputing is 
economical as the user has to pay only for the usage while'~e hardware 
cost is borne by the management. The cloud services coJer the usage 
of software and hardware technologies that lire-hidden ftom the user 
and managed by third parties at remote locations makillg the business t 

applications mobile and collaborative. The cloud computing model allows 
a network based access to information and computer resources. The 
advancement of technology has reduced the costs of computation, 
hosting ofapplications, content storage and delivery. The brieffeatures 
ofcloud computing include self.:service on demand' which includes the 
management ofcomputing of resources oftht: organizations, wide access 
to networks through internet, pooting and sharing of resources froill 
remote data centres etc. The usage of services can be mea'sured and 
the users are billed accordingly. 

.. 
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I 
The services offered on a public cloud are'owned and operated 

by a cloud provider'which aim at ~heral public like the e-mail, social 
netWorking sites etc. In case ofa ptivate cloud the infrastructure is for 
a specific organisation which is ma'fiaged by a third PartY while in case 
ofcommunity cloud tne service is shared by many organizations and is 
available only to thdse groups. THe hybrid cloud combines different 
methods like public l nd communiN cloud etc. 
ServIce models 

, There are ba~sically three Service models of cloud computing: 
SoftWare as a Service (SaaS), ~,Iatform as a Service (PaaS) and 
Irlfrastructure as a Service (JaaS). In SaaS model, a compi~te application 
is offered to the customer along Iwith required software, operating 
system, hardware and network. Fot. ego Google, Microsoft etc. In PaaS, 
an operating systetJ, hardware and network are provided and the 
customer has the freedom to build his own applications which are run 
on the providers' in(rastructure. Fpr ego Google's app engine, Linux, 
Apache. The laaS m~del provides basic storage and computingfa<.:ilities 
over the network wh~le servers, storage systems, networking equipment 
etc are pooled and made available. ~he c,ustomer installs or develops its 
own operating systems, software land applications. Fot eg< Amazon, 
GoGrid etc. (Harris,iT.). l _ 
Working mecbani~m of Cloud Computing system . 

Gosavi et. at. (2012) in thdir study have studied the system can 
be divided it into two sections naJhely the front end and the back end 
which are connecteh to each othbr through a network which is the 
Internet. The front erld is the user arid the back end is the cloud consisting 
of varion s serverJ, computersl and data storage systems. The 
administration wot~bY k~eping i jcontrol on the traffic and satisfying 
the demands of the users IS done "bY a central sefYer. 
Role Of Cloud COnlputing in Iib'raries 

The technology of Clouo computlng has large potential for 
libraries'as they can put more con~ent on th ~ cloud. As pointed out be 
Thimmairth and' Kumara (2014). The catalogues ofthe I ibraries can be 
liriked to tfi'e consortium which will facilitate resource sharing. The user 
may be able to browse a book, CD or DVD physically. By scanning the 
rare documents a comprehensive database can be prepared and made 
accessible to the researcners. In a digital library storage of data is the 
main function which includes tHe backup and maintenance of fires as 
well as reproduction as per ti~~r demands 'and-tHis can put a stress on 
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the local servers. Due to the cloud computing technology the users' 
demands can be satisfied at a greater speed and it also reduces-the cost 
of updation and maintenance. As pointed out by Goldner (20 I 0) the 
librarians do not have to indulge in technological aspects and can 
concentrate on collection building, user satisfaction and innovative 
practices to attract the users. 
Advantages of Cloud computing in libraries: 

Few advantages of cloud computing technology dm be derived 
as under: 

I. 	 The applications can be manipulated and configun:ld at any time. 
2. 	 It does not require any specific software's to access or 

manipulate the data. 
3. 	 It gives an independent access to any type of clients without 

any geographical boundaries. 
4. 	 It also does not require any interaction with the cloud service 

provider. 
5. 	 It is cost effective and requires only an internet! connection. 

The billing is done as per the usage. 
6. 	 It provides an increased storage space which catl store large 

volumes ofdata. 
7. 	 It is flexible and enables speedy delivery of information. 

Cloud Cotnputing Challenges 

Few challenges faced in this technology have been listed as: 


I. There is a fearoflosing 'the data in this age ofcompetition. The 
business data which has to be handed to external service providers by 
using someone else's CPU and putting data on the hard idisk is very 
ri~ 	 I 

~. 	 !he a~eements of servi~e lev~l h~e tra1lsa.ctiJns and logS
l

monttonng, mamtenance, recovenes durmg dIsasters hke crash of bard 
disks etc. and performance management have to be takeh gooa care 
of. If any of the service is under served by a cloun provider then it 
would result into a bad impact and severe damage. 

3. There are many-cloud providers but still the man'agement of a 
standard platform and required infrastructure has to be figured out. The 
existing features can be more enhanced if they are managed effectively. 

4. Thete are some regulatory ana compliance problems also like 
in some European countries the government does not allow personal 
information of the clients to be physically placed outside the home 
country. In such cases the cloud providers are required to set up a data 
centre within the country to comply with these regulations. 
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5. This technology is totallyit\temet dependent and hence the speed 
of internet is very important. Thete may be an unpredictable delay in 
putting an application on a cloud due to delay in internet. 

6. The cloud computing models may prove costly due to the high 
cost of data communication. 

7. The agreement between the service providers and end users is 
very essential which will ensurd' the smooth functioning of issues 
pertaining to quality, reliabili~ and level of performance. The 
specifications must be clearly defined but different models which may 
give rise to problems of implementation for the cloud providers. 

8. At present each cloud hag'its own way in which the end users 
interact with the cloUd. This also forces the vendors to lock the resources 
'which prohibit the dsers to choosJ resources from othtr vendors. 
Conch.sion 

The technoiogy df cloud ~omputing proves verv beneficial to 
the organiZations arid individuals, The only malr:. ...oncern is issu; s of 
privacy which is required to protect the interest of the clients as their 
personal information may ,be displayed to anyone and anywhere. It is 
also necessary to review the service agreements and ensure that the 
providers meet your requirements. The library services can be improved 
and enhanced. Itwilfprove helpful and economical to the libraries in the 
present age of resou"rce sharing wherein the hardware, services and 
software costs are cut down. The librarians can concentrate on providing 
better services to the hsers as the costs ofmanaging the library collections 
are reduced, The cloud computing will also reduce the duplication work 
of each library like imaintaining databases, buying and updating the 
required software's., The fourth law of library science "Save the time ...
of the reader" can be satisfied due to eloud computing as the library 
resources and serVices along with expertise can be delivered at the 
required time and convenience of the user. The users can access the 
resources at local, national and global levels as per their requirements. 
But again the security risks and challenges in the cloud computing 
technologies must t)e careful understood. The paper highlights the 
advantages and challenges faced in the present age ofeloud computing. 
Cloud computing in fibraries is in dev~lopment phases in India. Libraries 
are trying to provide eloud base services to the user but in real sense 
the libraries are not fully successful to providing this type of services. 
Thus, cloud computittg technology will proVe an economical solution to 
the web and virtual ~or1d of IT. . 
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